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Dr Trudy S Kawami, Director of
Research for the Arthur M Sackler
Foundation, NYC, gave a lecture

recently at the Dar Al-Athar Al-Islamiyyah
titled ‘The Animal Parade in the Gulf in
Antiquity.’

During the lecture, Dr Kawami  said that
the gazelle and the wild goat were native to
the Gulf and appeared in the earliest art
from the region. “Just as the blue waters of
the Gulf provided a highway for humans, it

served the movement of animals as well,”
she said. “The heavy-horned water buffalo
was native to South Asia, but took up happy
residence in the reed swamps of the head of
the Gulf and appeared in ancient art as far
north as Syria,” she added.

“Exotics like the maned Asiatic lion never
lived here in nature, but may have been
kept in royal zoos and were quickly adopted
as international symbols of power and
authority,” she explained. “The fascinating

mix of local and exotics animals, whether
domesticates or wild, nicely mirrors the
diversity of peoples who moved through
the Gulf in antiquity,” she concluded.

Dr Kawami received her PhD in art histo-
ry and archaeology from Columbia
University, where she specialized in the art
of ancient Western Asia. She has carried out
research in Turkey, Iran, and Central Asia,
and in major European and American muse-
ums. The author of Monumental Art of the

Parthian Period in Iran (Leiden: 1987),
Ancient Iranian Ceramics from the Arthur M
Sackler Collections (New York: 1992) and
Breath of Heaven, Breath of Earth: Ancient
Near Eastern Art from American Collections
(U. of Washington Press, 2013), Dr Kawami
has published numerous articles and lec-
tures frequently. She has a special interest in
the mingling of ancient cultures in the Gulf
area and along the Silk Road in Central Asia.
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Al-Munayes General Trading Est has
relaunched its tea bag product in
the Kuwait market, sporting an all-

new look and enhanced quality. The new
modern design places the Al-Munayes logo
in the center of focus and conveys a clear
visual message about the quality of the
packaging through smart use of white
space. Now in distribution, the all-new Al-
Munayes Tea Bags will gradually become
available in all points of sale throughout
the country. 

The new Al-Munayes Tea Bags come in
two variants: 25 bags and 100 bags, and
feature a freshness-preserving metallic foil
wrapping to ensure the highest levels of
quality and taste.

“Our improvements are not limited to
the visual presentation of the Al-Munayes
Tea Bags, rather our vision goes much fur-
ther than that. We ensure a 100 percent all
natural product to deliver a rich and
refreshing taste,” explained Salah Al-
Munayes, Deputy General Manager of Al-
Munayes General Trading Est.

He added: “Drinking tea is an essential

habit for most people. We take this fact
very seriously and never compromise on
quality because we believe that customers
deserve to always receive the best”

Al-Munayes Tea has a distinguished her-
itage that stretches back to 1954. Its tea is
100 percent pure original Ceylon, and pack-
aged in Sri Lanka. The product enjoys wide-
spread popularity thanks to its comprehen-
sive formula that blends together rich
refreshing taste, pristine color and beauti-
ful aroma. Moreover, Al-Munayes Tea is a
purely “Natural” product without any addi-
tives or preservatives making it a healthy
choice for consumers of all ages.

All Al-Munayes Tea packages display the
“Original Ceylon Tea” seal of quality which
can be done only with the permission of
The Ceylon Tea Counsel in Sri Lanka.
Moreover, Al-Munayes Est ships utilizes a
highly efficient delivery and distribution
system which ensures that the tea reaches
the market quickly, thereby preserving
quality and freshness. Al Munayes General
Trading Est was established in 1947, and
remains loyal to its founding principles.

Al-Munayes Tea Bag relaunches

with new look

P aragon Marketing Communications
Creative Director, Nizar Al-Shorbagi
judges the 2015 Ad Stars

Advertising International Award, Busan,
South Korea in the Direct Marketing cate-
gory as a member of the preliminary
judges in the festival that awards creativi-
ty in advertising in various categories
from participants from over 67 countries
in which the Kuwait is officially represent-
ed for the first time. 

This comes as a direct result of Paragon
leading by example the GCC creative revo-
lution as well as placing Kuwait and Oman
on the world map of graphic design. 

On the significance of being one of a
handful of judges from the Middle East to
ever serve on the Ad Stars International
Award jury Nizar says “I feel an amalgama-
tion of pride and responsibility to live up
to the trust of the organizers and exceed
them in order to open the doors for others
in the region to be recognized for their
talent, experience, knowledge and ethics. 

Nizar Al-Shorbagi, is a Creative Director
of an award winning agency - Paragon
International has immeasurable passion
for the creative industry and believes in
the power of communication and its posi-
tive effect on our lives when practiced
responsibly, therefore he regularly judges
international, regional and local awards
such as New York International Festival in
2013 and the Summit International Award
in 2013 - 2015 which held a place in the
United States of America.

He earned his Bachelor degree in Art
and Design from Cairo, Egypt, his work for
a wide sector of local and international
brands such as Porsche, VW, Audi, Mazda,
Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge, Toyota, Nikon,
Dominos Pizza, Cafe Supreme and IKEA
over the past 15 years has won numerous
local, regional and international creativity
awards and worldwide recognition in
addition to his work is featured in many

international books on creativity, corpo-
rate identity and design. 

It is worth mentioning that this is not
the first time that a creative team member
from Paragon participate as a member of
the jury for an international competitions
for creativity, he was preceded by Louai
Alasfahani, Founder and Chief Creative
Officer of Paragon Marketing communica-
tions as a key member of the jury of many
international competitions such as New
York International Festival of creativity
and the Summit International Award and
much more. Louai Alasfahani who has
always been and still encouraging and
inspiring his creative team to contest for
many of the international and local cre-
ative events.
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The Indonesian Embassy in Kuwait participated at the 1st International Kuwait Trade Fair that was held at the Kuwait International Fairground
from February 21-27, 2016, by renting 108msqi of booth and displaying a number of products such as furniture, silver jewelry, Muslim women
clothing, and some food products from Indonesia. During the exhibition, the Embassy’s booth also featured a fashion show with models includ-
ing the Ambassador’s wife Madame Marita Razak and the daughter of the Russian Ambassador to Kuwait, Alexey Solomatin. 
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